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Established in 1913, the British Ecological Society
is the oldest ecological society in the world and
Europe’s largest.
We offer a limited amount of advertising in
The Niche, our full-colour, quarterly membership
magazine, which is sent to over 7,400 ecologists in
125 countries.
We also offer advertising in the programme and
conference web platform of our Annual Meeting
which attracts over 1,500 delegates from around
the world.
Advertising can be booked on an issue by issue
basis, but substantial discounts are also offered to
regular advertisers. We only offer full page adverts.
The Niche is published in March, June, September
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Our next Annual Meeting takes place in Edinburgh
19-22 December 2022.
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Get in touch now to secure your place in
The Niche and at the BES Annual Meeting.
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SHOUT TROUT WORKOUT
Stephanie Januchowski-Hartley
Swansea University
narrative and
The Shout Trout Workout is a lyrical
the seafaring
multimedia series of creations about
(Salmo
migration and life cycle of Brown Trout
commonly
trutta). These seafaring fish are also
Trout, but
referred to as Sewin (in Wales) or Sea
in silver and
they are Brown Trout, just dressed
Workout lyrics
swimming the seas! The Shout Trout
by Ethan
are by Merryn Thomas, the illustrations
music video!)
Kocak, and the rap video (yes, a Trout
the Tank
is by multimedia artist Wes Tank and
firelabkids.uk
Think team. It can all be viewed on
from Welsh
and was created thanks to funding
Regional
European
and
Office
European Funding
West) awarded
Development Fund (80761-SU-140
✺
to Stephanie Januchowski-Hartley.
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A DREAM OF TREES

the story of the chance discovery
by Divya and Sridhar in another
rainforest, which led them to find a
way to grow a rainforest.

Satoshi Tajiri – the creator of
Pokémon – was inspired to
create a world of collectible
monsters to bring his youthful
experience of insect collecting to
modern children. In its early days,
depictions of the universe focussed
on Pokémon–human interactions,
but as the power available to video
game programmers increased,
more scope has become available
to focus on the imagined ecology
of the world.

The core game extends to
Evanescence Studios
20–30 hours of gameplay, but
Youtube 2020
once you’ve snapped most of the
Divya and Raman tell us the
Restoration of degraded
creatures it loses steam fairly
events that changed their course
landscapes is one of the most
quickly with the only boon being
of life in the mosaic landscape
challenging, but highly needed
the Instagram-like online features.
where the forests patches were
approaches in the current scenario. ‘islands
These
allow for editing and
floating in an ocean of
New Pokémon Snap begins with
The eco-socio-cultural linkage of
uploading pictures, and there is a
tea plantations’. The film also
Professor Mirror conducting
such initiatives makes them more
pleasing sense of satisfaction on
discusses some of the biggest
an ecological survey of the
difficult to implement in private
choosing the perfect wry caption.
products?
Built in unexplored Lental
issues in conservation, such
Affordably
Looking to purchase one of our
Islands. He
lands. But what if you can learn
Kingdom:
as increasing human-wildlife
Check out our resellers in the United
Microphone enlists the help of the player as
$249
At
an Overall, while the game may
such aPriced
complex process from its
64
interactions, and loss of wildlife
amateur wildlife photographer to
lack depth for those not already
beginning to the successful stage,
habitats. A question asked by Venki, embark on expeditions through
the enamoured with the world of
and that too from a mosaic of tea
a tea estate owner: “So one day we range of diverse biomes
present
Pokémon, it carries a lot of appeal
plantations and rainforests in India? will have
hornbills nesting here?”
in the archipelago, gathering
for the ecologically-minded (being
There comes ‘A Dream of Trees’,
makes a turn in the story, and
data. The safari-style fixed-path
one of the few games to regularly
a thirty minute documentary from
what follows is a taleTHE
format means that there is not
of learning,
MICRO
ABOUT
use
the word “ecology”!) in a
MORE
Evanescence
LEARN
Studios directed by
@WildlifeAcoust
perseverance, and teamwork.
a lot of freedom to explore
@wildlifeacoustics
relaxing and light-hearted setting.
@WildlifeAcoustics
Sara. This powerful
documentary
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wildlifeacoustics.com/microcourses, but interaction withthe
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tells the story of some restored
The documentary underlines the
3 Mill and Main Place, Suite 210
the environment to encourage
Jonathan Sutton
tropical rainforest fragments and
importance of the cooperation
novel behaviour is possible, and
the journey of the people behind.
between scientists, research
alternative routes and more
institutions, governments,
control over positioning of shots
The documentary begins from a
communities, conservation NGOs,
become available later.
rainforest stream in the Anamalai
funding agencies, and private
Hills of the Western Ghats, India,
companies. The moment Venki
showing the intricate web of life;
sees the Malabar Grey Hornbills
and the struggle of the fallen seeds
(Ocyceros griseus) nesting in the
on the stream banks to become
restored forest fragment in his
trees, and eventually the forest itself. estate
gives us hope for a better
The narration by Divya Mudappa
tomorrow. Cinematography by
and TR Shankar Raman, the ones
Sripad Sridhar, editing by Ben
behind the ‘Reviving the Rainforest’
Sarath and the soothing sound
project of the Nature Conservation
design by Aravind Mohanraj makes
Foundation (NCF), carries us through the documentary
outstanding.
the complexity of rainforests and
Divya tells us: “To walk in a forest,
reminds us of the alarming rate at
that you have helped to grow, is
which we are losing such precious
fulfilment beyond words”.
forest patches. Soon, they unveil
Jithin Vijayan
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Each of the 200-something
Pokémon featured has at least four
unique behaviours which can be
photographed to build a research
diary. Interspecies interactions
are common and engaging: the
raptorial Pidgeot snatching a fishlike Magikarp from the water, and
a Heliolisk startled into running
across the surface of an oasis, like
its namesake Basiliscus.

PARTNER WITH US TO
MAKE ECOLOGY COUNT

2020 was a difficult year for everyone,
but at BES we did everything we
could to keep serving
our 7,000 strong global community
of ecologists. During lockdown
thousands took part in
Ecology Live, our series of online
talks featuring the latest in ecology.
Our Festival of Ecology
in December attracted over 1,500
online delegates from China to
California for 5 days of
ground-breaking research.
So, why not partner with Europe’s
largest and the world’s oldest
community of ecologists
this year?

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
• Exhibit at or sponsor Ecology Across Borders
our Joint Annual
Meeting with the French Society of Ecology
and Evolution in
Liverpool 12-15 December 2021
• Sponsor or exhibit at our Climate Science
for Ecological
Forecasting symposium on London’s South
Bank in May 2022
• Help us expand our successful bursary
programme for young
ecologists from low-income backgrounds

• Support the next generation of ecologists
by leaving
BES a gift in your free online will. For more
information
visit britishecologicalsociety.org/wills
• Sponsor one of our Special Interest Group
events, careers
days or policy workshops
• Sponsor or offer prizes at Capturing Ecology
our annual
photo competition

Come what may, BES will be there –
online or in-person – to make ecology
count for the rest of 2021
and beyond. We hope you will join us.
For more information or if you would like
to discuss your
ideas contact Paul Bower, BES Development
Manager
paul@britishecologicalsociety.org +44(0)20
3994 8246

What documentaries would you like us
to review next? Let us know!
Email theniche@britishecologicalsociety.o
rg
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THING S TO DO IN LIVER POOL
to
We’re delighted to welcome you
Liverpool for Ecology Across Borders
British
2021, the Joint Meeting of the
Society
Ecological Society and the French
for Ecology and Evolution.

à
vous
list of activities
ravis deto
NousAsommes
helpaccueillir
you explore the wonderful city
of Liverpool.
Liverpool pour Écologie sans Frontières
où la Société Britannique d’Écologie
2021BEATLES
MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR
located right by the ACC, the whole family
OLD DOCK TOUR
can
Société Française d’Écologie
et La
get to know the city while the Little Liverpool
Tour times: 11:00–13:00 and 14:00–16:00 vous
Tour times: 10:30–11:30 / 12:00–13:00
réunissent et
gallery puts on an interactive experience
seper
et d’Évolution
/
Ticket prices: £19.95
for
3
person
the little ones.
fois. 14.30–15:30
Departure location:
la seconde
pourMagical
Mystery Tour
réunissent

ECOLOGY ACROSS BORDERS 2021

ECOLOGY ACROSS BORDERS 2021

Ticket prices: Adult £7.50, Students £6.50
Ticket Office, Anchor Courtyard, Albert
Dock,
et
Departure location:
en conférences
By the large anchor
riche
programme
un L3
Merseyside,
vous proposons
NousLiverpool,
4AS
outside
et d’étoffer
the Maritime Museum and visitors
vous permettront de créer, consolider
ateliers
Stepqui
aboard
the colourful Magical Mystery
walk to the nearby Old Dock.
avec les nombreuses
professionnels, y compris
vos réseaux
Tour bus for
a fun and fascinating
sessions à distance.
à ces two-hour
Organised by National Museums Liverpool,
participeront
qui
personnes
tour of Beatles Liverpool. You’ll see all the ainsi que le site web
discover the origin of Liverpool’s fortune,
pas à consulter le programme
N’hésitez
places associated
au
with John,vos
profiter
Paul,
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et
George
and
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buried underneath Liverpool ONE. Revealed
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grew up, met andqui
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vousthesont proposés.
during excavations on the site in 2001,
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tous
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banddethat
would take the pop world by storm.
the story ofde
« pour the world’s first commercial
de nouveau
enclosed wet dock is explored on this guided
Quel plaisir de pouvoir nous retrouver
nous étions
pandémie,tour.
You will
vrai » ! En effet, tout au long de cette
de partager discover how a brave idea and
an innovative
privés de ces réunions qui nous permettent
des idées et defeat of engineering shaped
d’échanger
sciences,
les
pour
Liverpool’s
passion
notre
destiny forever. On the tour,
de nouvelles.
construire
visitors are taken back in time as they see
poursuivre des collaborations ou d’en
font
a
qui
ces rencontres
large portion of the Old Dock rising more
La recherche repose tellement sur
than
la créativité.
stimulent
et
idées
nouvelles
20
de
feet
from the bed of the Pool – the creek
jaillir
but the coronavirus
that gave
It is exciting to be here in Liverpool,
des Liverpool its name.
à la reprise
have put in place a set
Ce congrès franco-britannique associé
pandemic has not gone away. We
également
where the risk of the
en Europe et à l’international, est
voyages
of measures to ensure a safe meeting
de
afinMEADOWS
nous unissent
LUNT
would ask all delegates to
– WILDLIFE TRUST
l’occasion de renouer les liens qui
spread of the virus is reduced. We
d’idées qui font
at the meeting for
raviver et conserver le libre-échange
follow the advice provided while they’re
Opening hours: 09:30–16:30
16
prospérer la Science et la recherche.
the benefit of all.
Ticket prices: FREE
Departure
ici à location: 1-hour bus (number
vous retrouver
week and we hope you
Nous sommes ravis et heureux de
We look forward to meeting you this
terminée.
133)pas
from
n’est
Queen Square Bus Station or a
Liverpool, mais la pandémie de coronavirus 30-minute
all enjoy #EAB2021.
de
ensemble
un
drive.
Access via free carpark.
place
C’est pourquoi nous avons mis en
ce
lors de
du virus This
spectacular wetland nature reserve,
Jane Memmott
mesures afin de limiter la circulation
de bien
Society
participants
nestled
along the meandering River Alt in
President of the British Ecological
congrès. Nous demandons à tous les
tous.
dans l’intérêt
North de
Merseyside, wasn’t always the wildlife
vouloir suivre ces recommandations
wonderland
it is today.
et Between 2012
cette semaine
rencontrerand
Nous sommes impatients de vous
2014
it was intensively farmed arable
de #EAB2021.
pleinement
profiter
tous
allez
vous
land, and only when it was bought by the
espérons que
THE
BEATLES STORY
Environment Agency for development as
a
Lavoir
Anne-Violette
Tour
times: Tickets with
flood
reservoir that would double as a
time slots must be
d’Évolution
etstorage
d’Écologie
de la Société Française
Présidente
purchased
nature reserve did Lunt Meadows become
online
in advance of your visit
a
Opening hours: 10:00–16:00
real destination for bird lovers.
Ticket prices: Adult £17.00,
BRITISHECOLOGICALSOC IETY.ORG
Senior/Students £13.50
For families
#EAB2021
Location: Britannia Vaults, Albert Dock,
L3 4AD
The award-winning ‘The Beatles Story’
MUSEUM OF LIVERPOOL
is the
world’s largest permanent exhibition purely
Liverpool boasts an impressive collection
devoted to telling the story of the lives and
of
museums and galleries that are completely
times of The Beatles.
free of charge. At the Museum of Liverpool,

workshops and
There’s a packed programme of talks,
people joining online for
networking opportunities, with many
and the online hub to
several sessions. Use this programme
of the conference.
plan your days and make the most
in person. We’ve missed
It’s exciting to be able to meet again
long pandemic period
the ability to come together over this
and make connections.
and share great science, new ideas
that face-to-face
Science and research so often need
and innovation.
connection to spark crucial ideas
and with international
With this joint UK-French meeting,
is also the opportunity
travel beginning to ease again, there
beyond, and refresh the
to renew our ties across Europe and
that science thrives on.
internationalism and free flow of ideas

WORLD MUSEUM
The oldest of Liverpool’s Museums, World
Museum, is also one of the most popular
museums in the UK. Its collection covers
a wide variety of exhibitions from natural
history to world cultures, housing more
than
1.7 million artefacts and specimens. The
aquarium and bug house are particularly
recommended for families.

LIVERPOOL CHRISTMAS MARKET
Liverpool’s Christmas Market, taking place
annually outside St George’s Hall, is returning
this November with its usual mix of stalls
trading local food, drinks and crafts for
all
ages to enjoy.

SEFTON PARK
Head south to Sefton Park where the whole
family can enjoy a day out exploring the
235acre grounds and the botanical collection
in
the Palm House. Don’t forget to stop by
the
famous statue of Peter Pan, a replica of
the
Kensington Gardens original. Amidst the
lovely
greenery you will also find a large playground
for the kids to roam.

KNOWSLEY SAFARI AND
CHESTER ZOO
If you fancy a trip out of the city, there are
two zoos easily accessible from Liverpool
by
public transport or car. At Knowsley Safari
in Prescot, visitors can take in the 550-acre
safari on foot or from the comfort of their
car,
while Chester Zoo delivers a more familiar
zoo experience.

JOIN US NEXT YEAR
BES ANNUAL MEETING
Edinburgh, Scotland
19–22 December 2022

SFECOLOGIE.ORG

SFE² GFÖ EEF JOINT MEETING
Ecology & Evolution: New perspectives
and societal challenges
Metz, France
21–25 November 2022
@WildlifeAcoustics
@wildlifeacoustics
@WildlifeAcoust
3 Mill and Main Place, Suite 210
| Maynard, MA 01754, USA | +1-978-369-522
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